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Five years of support
Our longstanding relationship with People’s Postcode Lottery has been critical in supporting
our objective to engage, inform and inspire the broadest possible public. Since 2014,
we have delivered a lively and innovative programme of exhibitions, events and educational
work, much of which would not have been possible without the crucial funding we receive
as a member of the PPL family.
From 2014-2018 our audience attendance by grew by an impressive 43%, from 1,994,973
to 2,852,470. In total, over the course of the five year period we have welcomed 11,956,062
visitors across all three sites. Of those who visited in 2018, we were pleased to find that
1,342,814 were first time visitors to the gallery, demonstrating our continued success in
reaching and developing new audiences for visual art.
As our audience has grown we have consistently maintained strong levels of visitor satisfaction,
with at least 92% of visitors rating their visit as ‘excellent’ or ‘very good’ over the past five years.

Visitor Feedback:
“I was so fortunate to visit on my first day in Edinburgh. I recommend the gallery
to anyone who is looking for culture…this one is not to be missed.”
“Always something to get you thinking. Regularly changing programme of exhibitions.
Lovely surroundings.”
“Something for everyone. We love it here!”
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The Gallery Bus
The collection is displayed at three sites located across Edinburgh; the Scottish National
Gallery, Scottish National Portrait Gallery and the Scottish National Gallery of Modern Art.
Whilst the National and Portrait Galleries are located a short distance from each other, the
Scottish National Gallery of Modern Art is to the west of the city centre and is not well served
by public transport, presenting a challenge for visitors with additional access needs or for
those with limited time to visit.
Over the last five years, critical funding from People’s Postcode Lottery has supported
the running of the National Galleries of Scotland shuttle bus, a free, regular service that
each year transports thousands of visitors between all three sites. The service supports
our ambition to engage the broadest possible public by ensuring that all visitors have the
opportunity to experience the full collection, regardless of mobility issues or time constraints.
In peak season, over 1,000 visitors are transported between the galleries each week, and
since 2014 we have welcomed nearly 94,000 visitors on board. The service is well loved by
our visitors, drawing an estimated 500 comments in our visitor comments books each year.
Recently, funding from PPL allowed us to significantly upgrade the vehicle, supporting us
to reduce our environmental impact as well as to welcome wheelchair users on board more
easily. Since May 2018, visitors have been transported using the zero-emissions Orion
E bus, Scotland’s first fully electric, fully low floor bus, which has been designed for maximum
accessibility. The bus can transport up to three wheelchairs at any one time and has been
designed to ensure access is as streamlined as possible for wheelchair users; there is no need
for a separate door, and the low floor means that a low angle ramp is all that is required for
wheelchair users to board and alight.

Visitor Feedback:
“What a nice idea to link the galleries with a regular bus. The contrast between the SNG
and the Modern collection is made more strongly by hopping from one to the other!”
“This is a wonderful service, and enables somebody in Edinburgh for a short time
to maximise their enjoyment of the NGS exhibitions – well done!”
“What a treat to be taken to see so much art in so many places.”
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Turner in January
Funding from People’s Postcode Lottery supports our Turner in January exhibition, which
takes place from 1st-31st January each year. The exhibition features 38 works spanning
JMW Turner’s career, ranging from early topographical wash drawings to atmospheric
sketches of continental Europe in the 1830s and 40s.
The annual display is hugely popular with visitors, with many travelling from across Scotland
and beyond specifically to see the works. Since 2014, we have seen a 56% increase in visitors
attending the exhibition, with 224,745 attendances over the five year period.

Press:
“Edinburgh’s tradition of honouring Henry Vaughan’s bequest that his 38 ravishing
JMW Turner watercolours be “exhibited to the public all at one time free of charge during
the month of January” makes for a civilised, optimistic start to the year, as the brilliance
of these zealously conserved works stand out against the pallid light of winter days.”
Financial Times, 2 January 2015.
“Absolutely essential January viewing.”
The Herald, 20 January 2018.

Visitor Feedback:
“The Turner exhibit, only on display in January each year is fascinating and we came
to see this specially.”
“Our annual visit to the Turner exhibition never fails to delight!”
“The paintings are fantastic and well worth making the trip for.”
“A real tradition for locals to go and visit after the hectic Christmas period. Go along
and you won’t be disappointed.”
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Summer Families programme
People’s Postcode Lottery has been a long-time supporter of our Summer Families
programme, which each year presents a month long programme of activities, workshops and
events devised specifically for families. In 2017, PPL’s funding allowed us to significantly expand
the programme from self-led tours and drop in activities to incorporate artist-led workshops,
exhibition-inspired play areas and supported visits for families and groups with additional needs.
In 2017, over the course of one day we saw a 153% like for like increase in attendance at Modern
One as a direct result of the PPL supported Family Day, where we welcomed 2,375 visitors
compared to 940 in 2016. On our now well established Family Days children and their families
are the priority audience, with specially devised performances and face-painting to accompany
a host of activities, both inside and outside Modern One.
PPL’s support for the programme has led to a 736% increase in the number of families we’ve
been able to reach through our month long Summer Families programme.
A key area that PPL’s support has allowed us to develop is visibility for the programme throughout
the city. In 2017 and 2018, funding from PPL has been used to promote the programme in areas
of the city where engagement with NGS has to date been low, encouraging audiences who may
believe the galleries are not ‘for them’ to come along. On average, 83% of visitors to our Summer
Families Programme in 2017 were first time visitors to the galleries, and 99% said they would return
to the galleries as a result of their experience that day. These findings demonstrate the extent to
which People’s Postcode Lottery’s funding supports us to reach new audiences, and to ensure families
throughout the city and beyond see NGS as an accessible resource where they are welcome.
Building on this, in 2017 and 2018 we have also offered supported visits for families accessing
the services of community organisations supporting additional needs. Groups are provided
with free transport, specially devised workshops and exclusive use of the resource room.
In 2018 the offering was expanded to include both lunch and a snack in a bid to tackle ‘holiday
hunger’, a key source of stress for many low-income families over the summer holidays.
Over the two year period, PPL’s funding has enabled visits from 54 community groups in Edinburgh
and beyond, including: Children 1st; Syrian Resettlement Project; Moredun Library; and SCORE.
94% of participants in these supported sessions rated their experience as ‘excellent’ or ‘good’.

Visitor feedback:
“I think this is a fantastic facility. My 2 sons (aged 5 + 3 years old) are not normally interested
in arts and crafts but they have been engaged here for well over an hour and I will have to drag
them away! The ideas are inspiring and engage all ages. The materials are abundant and the
staff are extremely helpful. Thank you for a wonderful time!”
“This is the best art gallery experience I’ve had so far!“ (Charlotte, aged 11).
“We are the Syrian Resettlement Project and we wanted to come here as a group to talk
about art and have fun. The trip to modern Art gallery was great. We come back home with
a big smile. We can’t wait for another trip.”
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Thank you!
The examples provided in this report are just a snapshot of some of the amazing initiatives
that funding from People’s Postcode Lottery has supported in the last five years.
From landmark exhibitions to dedicated school tours; family days to the gallery bus;
none of it would be possible without the generous support of the PPL Culture Trust.
We are enormously grateful for the support we have received to date, and we look forward
to building upon our relationship further in years to come.
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